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chroniclingChronicling the attitudes of latter day saints toward the
jews and israel illustrates a subjective use of history as

well as the objective dynamics of a living theology

arnold H green

in their basic revealed texts latter day saints encounter many
themes concerning the history and destiny of the jews genera-
tions of church officers and members have formed differing com-
binationsbi of those themes their varying formulations somewhat
reflect the trends and perceived needs of their eras thus in effect
many latter day saints have functioned as subjective revisionists or
as reductionists 1 while a few of their revisions are specific to cer-
tain eras other revisions have endured or reappeared and now
coexist in an effort to identify the main elements that have played
roles in LDS thought about the jews this essay will first discuss
revisionism and subjectivism in history and theology it will then
examine in the order in which they have appeared over time cer-
tain themes relating to the jews bibliographic information for this
body of LDS literature is given in the endnotes

revisionism and subjectivism in history and theology

reviewing the issues surrounding revisionism and subjectivism
is helpful for understanding the various themes that have been pre-
sent in latter day saint attitudes toward the jews from 18301850 to the
present revisionism is the practice of deliberately revising generally
understood ideas about history or theology subjectivism in histori-
cal studies means perceiving past situations or events in terms of
present values both practices are risky yet unavoidable and often
salutory revisionism is hazardous in that such a reinterpretive
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exercise can attract dishonest zealotszealous some whole historical
endeavors reek of unscrupulous fanaticism perhaps the most unsa-
vory of these at present is the revisionism which denies the occur-
rence of the holocaust 2 nevertheless revisionism is relentless and
necessary as implied by carl beckers oft quoted mot that every gen-
eration rewrites history from its own perspective

this re visioning can also be beneficial events documents
and other phenomena become more fully understood after
scrutiny from various angles by historians of many eras in fact
many reputable scholars label themselves revisionists to pro-
mote what they deem are improved ways of comprehending
certain events and texts in light of neglected sources or fresh ana-
lytical approaches 3

debates about the pros and cons of revisionism in history
often pit subjectivism investigating the past from one perspective
or ones current beliefs and values against objectivism recon-
structingstruc ting the past for its own sake 4 meinecke identified these
two great tendencies in historical studies and recommended that
neither of these tendencies be pursued one sidedly755

twentieth century historians have typically employed some
subjectivism and rejected rankesbankes ideal of completely objective
scientific history they have urged historians to assess the pasts
usefulness in applying historical knowledge to humanityshumanitys pres-

ent quandaries As becker argued in 19551935 the history that liesfiesilesbies

inert in unread books does no work in the world the history that
does work in the world the history that influences the course of
history is living history6history6 subjectivists of course distinguish be-
tween living history and fiction or propaganda for instance in
the early twentieth century croce affirmed A history without
relation to the document would be an unverifiable history and
the reality of history liesfiesilesbies in this verifiability 5171177

A similar subjective objective interaction occurs in religion 8

in a latter day saint context subjectivism underlies nephis prac-
tical advice that individuals should liken the scriptures unto
themselves 9 neal A maxwell counseled make the living scrip-
tures relevant to our lives and to our times as did nephi russell M

nelson trained as a physician used curative metaphors and urged
that knowledge of history be used to uplift he cautioned that
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some truths are best left unsaid in preference to the practices
of self serving historians who grovel for truth that would
defame the dead and the defenseless 10 yet where subjectivism
endorses likening selecting and omitting for our current or per-
sonal needs objectivism cautions against wresting the scriptures
see 2 pet 316 alma 1320 dacd&c 1063 11

in both history and theology objectivism checks the subjec-
tivist temptation to treat the documentary record too selectively
thereby wresting the past by reducing it or by citing evidence out
of context this concern applies to the intent of a specific passage
otherwise the sixth commandment could be rendered thou

shalt kill and especially to the integrity of the whole contexts
complexities and subtleties for example an objectivist might
countenance on one hand the reduction of a situation that has the
elements aabcccxyyzzaabcccxyy2z to abcxyz where two AsNs are reduced
to A three Cs to C and so on on the other hand the objectivist
would protest the reduction of that event to BX yet B and X might
be precisely those aspects of the situation that some historians or
theologians would subjectively find most relevant to their day
although other subjectivists might prefer element C or the formu-
lation AYZ

the ongoing revisionism present in the exercise of history
and the tensions between subjectivism and objectivism in both his-
tory and theology are among the issues one encounters when sur-
veying the complex topic of LDS attitudes toward the jewish
people and the modernmodem state of israel

the jews in LDS thought

impressively the whole tapestry of the book of mormon con-
sists of a myriad of complex and subtle threads through the
decades sermonizerssermonizers and scholars have treated individual strands
either in isolation or in reweavings of their own design sometimes
with apparently contradictory results

scriptural foundations one may select from the tapestry
a few main strands for example

1 judgment
2 lineage
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on the basis of the manifestations of factors such as these one
may hazard to infer the jews status according to LDS scripture

when considered in isolation one of these strands judg-
ment focuses on transgressions by the jews and their resulting
condemnation 12 for example 1 nephi 1913 14 includes such
phrases as those who are at jerusalem shall be scourgedscourgerscourged by all
people because they crucify the god of israel and they shall
wander in the flesh and perish and become a hiss and a bywordby word
and be hated among all nations 111313 although milder than the ser
monizedionized abuse by the greek and latin church fathers such lan-
guage compares in accusation and tone to new testament
passages that jewish writers have found offensive 14

in contrast the thread of the abrahamic lineage evokes
themes of divine respect and prophetic expectations leading to
the strands ofofjudeophiliajudeophiliajudeophilia esteeming the jews and an anticipated
religious partnership we find references to the jews the
covenant people of the lord and explicit cautions against hatred
of the jews ye need not any longer hiss nor spurn nor make
game of the jews nor any of the remnant of the house of israel for
behold the lord rememberethremembereth his covenant unto them 3 ne
298 15 indeed as latter day saints have identified themselves
either as literal or adopted descendants of scattered israel they
imply a future jewish mormon partnership assuming a tribes of
israel framework featuring judah and josephjoseph1616 scriptures
predict cooperation between these tribes in such areas as promul-
gating scriptures17scriptures17 and building millennial capitals 18 prophetic
expectations for the tribe of judah also include the concept of a
return to the holy land and I1 will remember the covenant which
I1 have made with my people that I1 would gather them together
in mine own due time that I1 would give unto them again the land
of their fathers for their inheritance which is the promised land of
jerusalem 3 ne 2029 19
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yet this thread of the jews return to israel frequently appears
interwoven with christs divine and messianic roles the latter day
restoration of the new testament church and its progress defined
in tribes of israel terms many passages in latter day saint scrip-
ture mentioning the jews return thus also mention the jews
christianization when they shall come to the knowledge of
their redeemer they shall be gathered together again to the lands
of their inheritance 2 ne 616 II111 20 ambiguities exist however
regarding sequence amount and timing verses like 2 nephi 611
and 2516 17 imply that the jews conversion not only precedes
their return but also serves as its precondition whereas those like
3 nephi 2029 30 imply a sequence of return followed by a
delayed conversion and final inheritance suggesting the former
order 2 nephi 307 8 hints at still a third sequence return trig-
gered by the jews begin ning to believe in christ 21

moreover a prominent related strand conveys a sense of uni-
versalityversality he deniethcenieth none that come unto him black and white
bond and free male and female and he rememberethremembereth the heathen
and all are alike unto god both jew and gentile 2 ne 2633 22

although joseph smith characterized the LDS churchschurche missionary
driven growth as the literal gathering of israel A ofoffF 10 provi-
sion is made for those not counted among the innumerable
sand grains of abrahams descendants if the gentiles shall heark-
en unto the lamb of god they shall be numbered among the
house of israel 1 I1 ne 141 2 in other words faith and faithful-
ness can israelizeisraeliteIsraelize gentiles and unfaithfulness can gentilize
israel 2 ne 302

the threads ofjudgment lineage judeophiliaJudeophilia partnership con-
version return and universality have appeared ebbed reemerged
and continue to entwine in various configurations through latter day
saint thought on the past and future ofjews and israel

1840 1880 by the mid nineteenth century reform judaism
had arisen in germany and spread to america reform judaism dis-
carded or modified some traditional beliefs and observances and
instituted others such as a belief in progressive theology secular
jewish nationalism the advocacy of a jewish nation and homeland
divorced from traditional judaism was emerging christianitysChristianitys
long tradition of trying to convert jews had new expressions
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christian zionism christian denominations encouraging the
jews return largely because it validates their own theology was
flourishing now mainly among evangelical protestants de gob
ineaubineau a french aristocrat was popularizing scientific racism
claiming the white race combined the best human traits and there-
fore was superior to and should be isolated from inferior races
pogroms were increasing in eastern europe as was the trickle of
pious european jewish emigrants to palestine 2313

reading their newly revealed scriptures in lightfight of such devel-
opmentsopments nineteenth century latter day saints articulated three
main and enduring theological positions regarding the jews sta-
tus all three positions included the ideas of judgment lineage
and return orson hyde and wilford woodruff saw the promises
made to the lineage triggering a return which would lead to con-
version parley and orson pratt urged christianization as necessary
for removing the judgment on the jewish lineage and thus permit-
ting the jews return and brigham young disassociatedassociateddis return
from the removal of judgment on lineage and from conversion
instead he associated conversion with the second coming

orson hydes 1841 prayer to dedicate and consecrate this
land the holy land for the gathering together ofofjudahsjudahs scat-
tered remnants included the themes of judgment lineage and
delayed conversion with the return to palestine receiving the focus
of attention expressed formulaicallyformulaically as judgmentlineagereturnjudgmentlineagermurn
delayed conversion with the emphasized topic capitalized while
praying to incline them to gather in upon this land and consti-
tute her people as a distinct nation and government hyde also
petitioned to let thy great kindness conquer and subdue the unbe-
lief of thy people 2414 almostahnost the same blend of return and conver-
sion exists in the twelves 1845 proclamation composed by
wilford woodruff it charges the jews among all nations to
return to jerusalem but implies impending conversion for be it
known unto them that we now hold the keys of the priesthood and
kingdom which are soon to be restored unto them 25

in contrast parley P pratts address to the jews in his 1852
proclamation emphasizes a second formula of judgmentlineagejudgment lineage

immediate conversion to the jews we would say turn from
your sins we have now shown you the door of admission into



orson hyde 1805 1878 about 1853 elder hyde who was ordained an
apostle in 1835 was called in 1840 to go to jerusalemJemsalem on the mount
of olives october 24 1841 he dedicated palestine for the return of the
jews attributed to marsena cannon courtesy LDS church archives
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the kingdom of god into which you would do well to enter
return to jerusalem is implied as a benefit of conversion As orson
pratt explained the main part of the jews will believe while
yet scattered 2126112626

A third formula of judgmentuneagereturndeiayedjudgmentlineagereturndelayed conver-
sion was articulated in 1866 by brigham young let me here say
a word to the jews he said we do not want you to believe our
doctrine if any professing to be jews do so it would prove they
were not jews A jew cannot now believe in jesus christ the
decree has gone forth from the almighty he continued that they
cannot have the benefit of the atonement until they gather to
jerusalem for they said let his blood be upon us and our chil-
dren consequently they cannot believe in him until his second
coming 3127112727 john taylor and wilford woodruff softened brigham
youngs position28position28 then all three endorsed the theme of return by
sending george A smith in 1872 to rededicate jerusalem to that
end 29 during the years 1841 to 1933 palestine was dedicated by
latter day saints seven times only for the return of the jews not for
the preaching of the gospel of jesus christ 30

1881 1920 during the four decades straddling 1900 the
jews legal status improved in north america and western europe
where assimilation seemed likely at least until the dreyfus affair
in which alfred dreyfus a jewish french officer was court

martialedmartialed for spying even after the main evidence against him was
proven to be forged meanwhile the jews condition drastically
worsened in eastern europe the great migration to the west
began and new expressions of secular and religious zionism mate-
rializedrialized these forces provoked the first two zionist aliyabs
waves ofjewishofjewish emigration to palestine and swelled the previous

trickle to a stream 31 these events particularly the obvious move-
ment of large numbers of jews to the holy land prompted addi-
tional LDS pronouncements that confirmed and expanded the
hyde pratt and young conceptions of the jews destiny

As during the years 1840 to 1880 a frequently expressed
position was hydes judgmentlineagereturndelayedjudgmentlineagermurndelayed conversion
formulation for example it appeared in the dedicatory prayers of
the manti temple 1888 and the salt lake temple 1893 offered
by lorenzo snow and wilford woodruff respectively 3231 in 1899
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star of david motif the latter day saints used a star of david motif in
the round windows over the main entrances of the assembly hall ded-
icated in 1882 the assembly hall is among the buildings on temple
square that architectuallyarchitecturally utilize symbols of the mormon faith C R sav
age 1888 courtesy LDS church archives

J M tanner contributed a flattering academic description of
zionism five years later J A sjodahl placed a positive connota-
tion on judgment persecution has been the means of preserving
their nationality then cited old testament return passages as a
prelude to identifying zionism as exceedingly important this
position was reiterated in 1917 byjamesby james E talmage the scattering
permits biblical israel to bless the nations and the prophesied
return has begun subscribers to this trend considered general
allenbysAllenbys capture of jerusalem in november 1917 to be particu-
larly significant 33

A version of brigham youngs view judgmentuneagereturnjudgmentmneagereturn
DELAYEDDMAYED conversion appeared in 1918 when E H lund enumer-
ated cases of the jews unrighteousness and hypocrisy per the old
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testament and then interpreted 2 nephi 105103103105 5 as asserting that the
jews were the only nation having the necessary mental qualities to
crucify jesus yet he observed present developments suggest that
the lord is gradually withdrawing the curse which he placed on

that land anciently although the innate skepticism and unbelief of
the jews will still possess them until the second coming 34

pratts emphasis on judgmjudgejudgmentlineageconversionreturnenthneageconversionreturn also
found new voices for example during 1901 the improvement
era addressed a readers question when the jews gather to pales-

tine will they be in a condition of belief or unbelief in jesus
christ the respondent john nicholson dismissed what he
called the complete unbelief theory and concluded doubtless
there will be a class of those who gather to palestine who will be
unbelieversbelieversun but it will probably be proportionally small nichol-
son also made a novel observation citing reform jews who pro-
posed sympathetic revisionist views of jesus he commented
these statements are evidences that the jews are beginning to

believe in christ and are therefore being prepared for complete
conversion this idea was repeated in general conference in 1902
by B H roberts and in 1918 by david 0 mckay 35

1921 1947 in 1920 the league of nations entrusted a man-
date over palestine to great britain which at first promised to
sponsor the creation of a jewish national home the great migra-
tion the relocation of over four million russian jews to the west
from the 1880s to the 1920s was accompanied by growing
judeophobiajudaeophobia in western europe and america compounded after
the 1917 russian revolution by a communist or red scare
by the late 1930s moreover britain completed its decommitrecommit
ment announcing in 1939 an intent to transfer sovereignty over
the holy land to the native arab palestinian majority during that
decade nazism arose in germany and proceeded to attack the
jews economic interests then their legal status and ultimately
the jews very existence as individuals and as a people in both ger-
many and the lands it conquered during world war 11II the third
fourth and fifth aliyahs from poland and germany swelled the
stream of immigrants to a flood 36

during this period joseph fielding smith perpetuated the
judgment on lineage formula associated with brigham young and
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E H lund 37 hydes formula of lineagereturndelayedhneagermurndelayed conversion
was continued by heber J grant janne sjodahl and david 0
mckay 38138311 and pratts stress on lineageconversionreturnlineageconwrsionreturn was rede-
fined by B H roberts president of the eastern states mission from
1922 to 1927 roberts noted in greater new york there are two
millions of the house ofjudah and for the last several years I1 have
been wondering how we could have the material to present to
them that would place in their hands the great message that god
has for that branch of the house of israel 113939 by 1927 roberts had
already created some material several pamphlets formulating
the LDS message especially for jews these were later consolidated
into a book entitled rasha rhetheahejewthejewjemjew A message to a11jewsallaliail jemsjews 4010

meanwhile two new emphases emerged tentatively during
this era in response to the red scare and antisemitismanti semitism heber J
grant while implying lineage partnership and return articulated
a position ofofjudeophiliajudeophiliaJudeophilia speaking at the april 1921 general con-
ference he called attention to the agitation that is going on at the
present time against the jewish people recalled orson hydes
mission cautioned let no latter day saint be guilty of taking any
part in any crusade against these people and concluded
1I believe in no other part of the world is there as good a feeling
in the hearts of mankind towards the jewish people as among the
latter day saints 41

john A widtsoeWidtsoe who visited jerusalem for another rededica-
tion of the land in 1933 befriended a prominent palestinian arab
then articulated a position of conversionreturnuniversautyconversionreturnuniversality
in his autobiography widtsoe described meeting shaykh yaqub
al bukhari who became one of our loyal friends with whom we
corresponded for years this muslim friend gave us the arab
view of the colonization of palestine widtsoe concluded it is my
personal belief that the jews will succeed in taking over palestine
fullyfolly only when they accept christ until that time bloody conflict
hate jealousy and fear will accompany the jewish efforts to colo-
nize palestine he then expressed a universalist stance

the oft asked question who are the children of abraham is wellwenweliweil
answered in light of the revealed gospel all who accept gods
plan for his children on earth and who live it are the children of
abraham those who reject the gospel forfeit the promises made
to abraham and are not children of abraham 4241
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the optimistic LDS outlook for the jews future expressed
during the 1920s transmuted into pessimism with the onset ofworld
war 11II attempts were made to understand events in traditional
terms for instance melvin J ballard depicted hitler as an instru-
ment in the hands of god to drive europesEuropes jews back to palestine

and charles A callis interpreted nazismsNazisms threat against jews as a falful-
fillmentfillment of zechariahsZechariahs prophecy 43 such efforts underscored latter
day saints interest in developments among jews primarily as
evidence that would validate their own current views or dogmas 44

194811948 1979 by the time the modern state of israel was cre-
ated in 1948 the cold war had started until stalins death 1953
and the suez crisis 1955 56 the USSR supported israel as did the
united states but thereafter the arab israeli conflict coincided
more or less with the global east west conflict As antireligion
became orthodoxy in the east bloc and received constitutional
protection in the west many faiths acted to mitigate ancient ani
mositiesmasitiesmosities between themselves to permit cooperation in maintaining
common spiritual beliefs and values thus an ecumenical dialogue
began not yet participating in that process directly the LDS

church nevertheless grew beyond its traditional base in the west-
ern united states becoming more global and interacting with peo-
ples in africa and asia as well as in europe and the americas 45

these were among the factors that further shaped the attitudes of
latter day saints toward the jewish people and the state of israel

orson hydes emphasis on the return of the jews expressed
itself in some LDS officials welcoming the creation of israel as a ful-
fillmentfillment of prophecy in 1950 ezra taft benson asserted in fulfil-
lment of these ancient and modernmodem promises a great drama is being
enacted in palestine the jews are returning as one of the events
of the last days in his israel do you know 6 legrand richards
included a section entitled new nation of israel fulfills prophecy
and suggested that the three nephitesNephites fought on the jewish side
in the 1948 war the next year he stated that what is going on
over in the holy land today is a great miracle an assertion sec-
onded in 1958 by lynn M hilton A year later arthur V watkins
US senator from utah wrote israel as an independent nation
is an established fact and must be accepted no one believing in
the prophecies of god would contend otherwise 47
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ezra taft benson and flora A benson with david ben gurion the three
met in 1963 in dr ben gurionsGurions tel aviv home on several occasions
president benson taught that in fulfillment of ancient and modern
promises a great drama is being enacted in palestine As a result he
believed that the LDS church approaches jews in a different way than
any other christian church courtesy LDS church archives

partly fusing the hyde and pratt traditions many advocates
of the return of the jews seemed to feel at this point that the time
had arrived for conversion hilton indicated it is my sincere
prayer that we will not be as reluctant to take the gospel from
the gentiles and give it to israel as peter was reluctant to do the
converse in the meridian of time richards whose marvelous
work and a wonder anthologized his southern states mission
presentations wrote israel do you know as a lesson plan to
explain the LDS gospel to jews in it he declared god is calling
the jews he invites them into the fold of christ during the late
1950s richards organized LDS jewish missions in los angeles
salt lake city ogden san francisco portland oregon new
york and washington DC some of which produced their own
lesson plans
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teddy kollekkoffekdoffek presenting a token
of appreciation to legrand
richards 1979 mayor kollek
wrote to elder richards who
was then president of the
orson hyde foundation in
appreciation for the beautiful

park you have helped us add to
the ancient face of jerusalem
the park is a permanent mon-
ument to your churchschurche faith
love and concern for our city
teddy kollek to mr legrand

richards november 12 1979
LDS church archives elder
richards was also involved in
missionary work to the jews
courtesy LDS church archives

the first presidency terminated these missions in 1958 but
high level interest in communicating withjews continued for exam-
ple in 1976 ezra taft benson delivered a message to judah from
joseph in which he indicated that the LDS church approaches
jews in a different way than any other christian church because
latter day saints represent the restored covenant to the entire

house of israel 4919 on the other hand bruce R mcconkie although
emphasizing the idea of believing blood the more of the
blood of israel that an individual has the easier it is for him to
believe the message of salvation jews excepted reiterated
that the conversion of the jews as a people will not take place
until after the second coming 1751115150

the dicta of ezra taft benson and arthur watkins in the 1950s
contained a political undercurrent the idea that israel not only ful-
filled prophecy but also figured in the free worlds containment
of communism became explicit in W cleon skousensSkousens fantastic
victory israels rendezvous with destiny 51 which put israel on
the side of the angels and portrayed its arab opponents as diabolic
soviet agents and clients A reviewer observed the tragedy of
this type of analysis liesresllesilesbes in its inability to recognize that the soviet
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unions success in the middle east during the past decade is
primarily due to an american foreign policy based upon this one
sided view of the arab israeli crisis 17511151275152

meanwhile heberheberjheberdJ grants 1921 expression ofofjudeophiliajudeophiliaJudeophilia
was taken up by LDS scholars who were familiar with jewish con-
tributions to jewish christian dialogue 53 and who for the first
time directed their formulations to jewish and academic audi-
ences so they downplayed judgment and christianization while
emphasizing judeophiliapartnershipreturnjudeophiliapartnershipretum for example eldin
ricksshickss article published in the herzl yearbook54yearbook5lYearbook54 selectively
reviewed material bearing on zionist themes in the book of mor-
mon see endnotes 15 20 below recounted orson hydes mis-
sion then selectively quoted from sjodahl and other later
adherents of the returndelayedretupndelayedRETURN delayed conversion formula like ricks
truman G madsen selected book of mormon return passages and
then discussed orson hyde but he also distanced mormonism
from traditional christian trinitarianism and drew parallels with
judaism 55 meanwhile armand L mauss conducted a sociological
study of the unique mormon doctrine of semitic identification
which holds that mormonscormons and jews literally have the same ethnic
origin and concluded that mormonscormonsMormons are less likely than any
other denominations to hold secular anti jewish notions 115656

during the same period LDS scholars participating in the
churchschurche increased involvement in africa and asia echoed widtsoe
by articulating the theme of universalism for example in mor-
monism A message for all nations spencer J palmer criticized
earlier formulations of a narrow mormonism stressed the brother-
hood of man under the fatherhood of god and asserted that the
restored gospel is not the peculiar property of any one people any
one age or any one nation and that it is a proclamation for every
ear that will hear and for every heart that humbly seeks the truth 71711775757

since 1979 the LDS churchschurche accelerating global expan-
sion together with the 1978 revelation extending the priesthood
to all worthy male members of the church without regard for
race or color OD 2 has put a stronger emphasis on the uni-
versalistversalist thread LDS scholars have expressed considerable interest
in this trend 5851 as have general authorities the first presidency
issued a statement in 1978 that all men and women are brothers
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reaching out A scene from the bay area jewish open house hosted
by the oakland california stake november 17 18 1979 under the
motto our gift to you pictured are two of the two thousand guests
assisted at the buffet table by jennifer hudson and nina fraley other
guests were president ezra T benson mordekhai artzieliArtz ieli consul gen-
eral of israel and charles stiener executive director northwest region
jewish national fund courtesy LDS church archives

and sisters not only by blood relationship from common mortal
progenitors but also as literal spirit children of an eternal father 5919

in all are alike unto god howard W hunter affirms mankindsmankinds
common origin and brotherhood and states our father does not
favor one people over another but accepts all those of every
nation who fear him and work righteousness 60 in the uttermost
parts of the earth spencer W kimball similarly expresses the
need to preach the gospel in africa china india and southeast
asia and behind the iron curtain 61

As applied by some general authorities to the question of the
jews restoration this recent high level emphasis on universalism
has in effect produced a restatement of the pratt conversion
returnreturn formula for example in a may 1981 conference address
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marion G romney quoted most of the book of mormonscormonsMormons conversion
return passages which he said make it perfectly clear that the
restoration of the house of israel to the lands of their inheritance
will signal their acceptance ofjesus christ as their redeemer 62

perhaps because of this emphasis on conversion by the time
his millennial messiah was published 63 bruce R mcconkie had
shifted his emphasis from youngs judgment on lineage position
to pratts conversionreturncoNVERSiON return expression mcconkie stipulated that
the modernmodem state of israel is not the gathering promised by the
prophets it does not fulfill the ancient promises those who have
thus assembled have not gathered into the true church it is rather
a gathering of the unconverted he repeated this assessment in A
new witnesswitnessforfor the articles of faith under the heading the myth
of the jewish gathering the present assembling of people of
jewish ancestry into the palestinian nation of israel is not the scrip-
tural gathering of israel or ofjudah it may be a prelude thereto
but a political gathering is not a spiritual gathering mcconkie did
however reaffirm the literal nature of the gathering within the
tribes of israel framework and the idea of believing blood 64

the universalist emphasis has also spawned among church
members a new discussion of the tribal blood framework and the
status of the jewish people within it one trend has sought to
broaden the framework either to include all possibly identifiable
abrahamic peoples or by defining the scattering as being so
extensive that virtually no one could conceivably be excluded 65

spencer palmer at first participated in this trend by arguing
for possibilities of asiatic descent from abraham but he later
offered another solution that relied on paul rom 211 28 29
gal 328 29 and on 2 nephi 2633 a purer universalism which
in effect reduces the tribes of israel to a metaphor 66 critical
observers like sterling mcmurrin while applauding such inten-
tions expressed doubt that the LDS church can transcend its
lineage based theology movement toward genuine universalism
occurs only if the missionaries are after all the souls that are out
there in the wicked world and not just the lost sheep of the house
of israel 67

on the other side of the discussion some have come to the
defense of the fundamental role of lineage in the mormon doctrine
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of gathering 68 robert millet and joseph mcconkiesMcConkies our destiny
the call and election of the house of israel69israel19Israel 6919 represents an effort
to introduce into this discussion bruce R mcconkiesMcConkies post 1979
position the church now constitutes the blood based covenant
israel but membership in the house of israel is accessible to allanaliail

through conversion without conversion even jews cannot enjoy
abrahamic blessings including covenant related possession of the
holy land

in this recent discussion positions have emerged along a
spectrum the poles of which might be labeled universalism and
literal blood of israel with some voices toward one of the purist

ends and some in the synthetic middle spokespersons for each
position have tended to use scriptural and other texts selectively
in their efforts to define what are or ought to be the living
elements in mormon gathering theology on the one hand steven
eppersonsEppersons mormonscormons and jews early mormon theologies of
israelisrae17170 by emphasizing joseph smith and limiting its coverage to
the nineteenth century functions in certain respects as an objec-
tivist check on subjectivist tendencies some of which minimize
the prominent judah consciousness of early mormonism on the
other hand one of eppersonsEppersons main arguments that joseph smith
expressed a position of judeophiliaJudeophilia unsullied and unconditioned
by such negative traditional christian features as judgment and
conversion renders eppersonsEppersons work too open to inquiries into
possibilities of selectivity

summary and conclusions

As a review of an LDS textual tradition this exercise leads to
four conclusions first three interpretive traditions arose by the
1860s and survived for a century hydes return emphasis which
passed through wilford woodruff J M sjodahl and ezra taft ben-
son among others pratts conversion formula john nicholson
B H roberts legrand richards and youngs stress on judgment
E H lund joseph fielding smith bruce R mcconkie

second some of these traditions along with variations on
them can be correlated with contemporaneous ideologies or
developments the tendency of the civil war era to see things in
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racial terms the successes of the zionist movement the british
conquest of ottoman palestine an american judeophobic red scare
the creation of the state of israel the cold war mormonismsMormonisms
growth to global dimensions and the 1978 priesthood revelation

third after 1948 there occurred a partial merger of the hyde
and pratt traditions and after 1979 the leading earlier spokesman
for the young position endorsed that of pratt

fourth until the 1970s the discussion assuming lineage as
common ground centered on the tension between the principles
of judgment conversion and return however after 1979 by
which time positions of universalism john A widtsoeWidtsoe spencer
palmer howard W hunter and judeophiliaJudeophilia heberheberjheberdHeberJJ grant eldin
ricks truman G madsen had reemerged a further consensus
arose on the basis of the pratt formula and the discussion shifted
to consider the tension between lineage and universalism

in this regard surveying an issues past also serves as a pre-
lude to ongoing discussions president romneysdomneysRomneys 1981 conference
address the most recent pronouncement on this topic from the pul-
pit of the tabernacle may have been intended to settle the ques-
tion once and for all but at a nonauthoritative level position
takers are likely to continue taking stands most of these persons
despite a few objectivist antiquarians inquiring into the total
record for its own sake can be expected subjectively to cull the
many texts for passages that support their efforts to shape the dy-
namic tradition in the direction they wish to see it go this obser-
vation stems not from cynicism but from the way a living
theology functions what this generation enlivens depends on
what it selects to remember or to forget

speaking personally although it runs counter to my objec-
tivist historical training I1 would like to forget out nineteenth
century racism from our living theology but I1 would like to
remember in the courageous outreachingreachingout efforts of joseph

smith and heberjheberd grant both of whom drew upon a special theo-
logical tradition in order to befriend the beleagueredbeleaguerbeleaguerered jews despite
prevailing hostility someone is likely to ask however whether
what I1 deem worth forgetting and worth remembering are related
while those on various sides of that question and others germane
to it may subjectively approachtheapproach the past in regard to their own
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positions as in trial law they will at least function objectively with
regard to each others which may keep the relentless revision
process honestly rooted to some extent

arnold H green is professor of history at brigham young university

NOTES

its belief in continuing revelation along with the general aphorism that liv-
ing prophets take precedence over dead prophets in effect endows mormonism
with a mechanism to legitimize revisionism as exemplified in the 1978 priest-
hood revelation which rendered generations of speculation irrelevant on the
role of revelation in the gospel see harold B lee the place of the living
prophet seer and revelator address to seminary and institute of religion fac-
ulty brigham young university july 8 1964 hugh W nibley the expanding
gospel BYU studies 7 autumn 1965 3 27 james B alienallenailen line upon line
ensign 9 july 1979 32 39 and thomas G alexander the reconstruction of
mormon doctrine from joseph smith to progressive theology sunstone 5
july august 1980 243324 33

2seeee karen J winkler how should scholars respond to assertions that
the holocaust never happened chronicle of higher education 38 december
11 1991 a8aa 10 and bnaianai brith hillershitlersHitlers apologists the antisemiticanti semitic propa-
ganda of holocaust revisionism new york anti defamation league 1993

3seeaseeee david boucher texts in context revisionist methods for studying
the history of ideas boston nijhoffniehoff 1985 john W jandora march from me-
dina A revisionist study of the arab conquests clifton kingston 1990 scott
heller revisionist art history portrays impressionists with new brush
strokes chronicle of higher education 38 april 8 1992 a8aa 9 geoffrey
roberts the fall of litvinov A revisionist view journal of contemporary
history 27 october 1992 639 57 gaile mcgregor domestic blitz A revision-
ist history of the fifties american studies 34 spring 1993 5 33 stephen G
rabe eisenhowerElseneisenhower revisionism A decade of scholarship diplomatic history
17 winter 1993 9711597 115 and ronald H chilcote revisionist interpretations
of the brazilian labor movement latin american perspectives 2 winter
1994 132 43

in descriptive explanatory historical studies revisionism is an expected
often praiseworthy activity easily identified because historians tend to seek credit
for their innovations reinterpretation also occurs inprescriptiveinprescriptive explanatory the-
ology where recognizing it is more problematic because novelty is seldom a reli-
gious virtue innovators tend to package their formulations not as modem
reconsiderations but as original meanings at times disparaging as later devia-
tions those prior teachings differing from theirs in substance or emphasis and
thereby provoking more primal than thou contests scholars who attempt to
trace such contests history particularly if exploring the primary texts initial
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messagesmessagesi are often seen as partisan contenders or worse for example the
nineteenth century german scholars who pioneered the methods of form and
source criticism and applied these to bible studies inter alia wilhelm vatke
karl heinrich graf and julius wellhausen asserted that the scribes and rabbis up
to the time of the council of jamnia in the first century after christ had funda-
mentally revised the bible while compiling it and that the new german methods
would help retrieve the original documents and their meanings however critics of
the scholars have accused them of merely imposing modemmodern secular evolutionist
views on the sacred texts see also leslie C alienallenailen the structuring of ezekiels
revisionist history lesson catholic biblical quarterly 54 july 1992 448 62

517517riedrichriedrichniedrich meinecke historicism and its problems in the varieties of
history ed fritz stem new york meridian books 1956 268

carlardaddcariari L becker everyman his own historian essays on history and pol-
itics new york appleton century crofts 1935 252 becker derived his idea of
living history from croce who characterized as dead history that which is

promulgated by institutional authority and that which is undertaken as a learned
exercizeexorcizeexercize benedetto croce history its theory and practice trans douglas
ainslie istast1st italian edition 1916 new york russell and russell 1960 19 32 33
see also benedetto croce lattitudeLattitude subjective et iattitude1attitude objective dans la
composition historiquehistorique revue de synthemesynthesesyntbseSynrhesethese historiqueHistorique 6 june 1903 26165261 65

7croce history 14 becker stated that the relevant facts must be clearly
established by the testimony of independent witnesses not self deceived
becker everyman 243

contrasting christianitysChristianitys relation to life with scholarly distance from
life in the 1840s kierkegaard suggested that christians can personalize abra-
hams faith by living faithfully through their own abrahamic predicaments and
can implement christianity by upbuildingbuildingup fellow beings the way a physician
speaks at the bedside of a sick person soren kierkegaard fear and trem-
bling istast1st danish edition 1843 new york viking penguin 1985 and soren
kierkegaard the sickness unto death trans howard V hong and edna H hong
istustostast1st danish edition 1848 princeton princeton university press 1980 5

kierkegaards subjectivism was utilized by theologians contemporary with
becker including karl barth who asserted that we must think in our timetimeortimoorporfor
our time originally published during 1923 in christlicheChristliche welt this phrase was
quoted by H martin rumscheidt ed the way of theology in karl barth alli-
son park pa pickwick 1986 vii

911 I nephi 1923241923 24 compare spencer J condie and we did liken the
scriptures unto our marriage ensign 14 april 1984 162016 20

neal A maxwell the reality of the living scriptures in things as
they really are salt lake city deseret book 1978 83 and russell M nelson
truth and more annual university conference august 27 1985 brigham

young university
while liken and wrest can differ in kind they can also differ merely

in degree or perspective 1I liken you wrest
by judgment is meant punishment on earth that is presumed to be

divinely inflicted see patrick D miller jr sin and judgment in the prophets
chico calif scholars press 1982
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compare13cornpare 1 nephi 119 20 213 317 18 1011 1744 2 nephi 69 11

1036103 6 252 9189 18 271 jacob 231 41415414 15 mosiah 1327301327 30 3 nephi 104 7
169 1714 4 nephi 11311513 1 mormon 321321 75 and doctrine and covenants 4521 24

14see pauls epistles to the romans and the galatians then compare pauls
substance tone and use of rhetorical devices for example to the approaches of
john chrysostom discourses againstjudaizingagainst judaizingJudaizing christians trans paul harkins
washington DC catholic university of america press 1979 354 407 and

augustine les julfs et les donatistesDonati stes and aveuglement des julfs oeuvres
completes de saint augustin bar le duc gueninguerin 1867 5396 430 531 34
555 58 encyclopedia judaica sv antiantlantisemitismsemitism identifies in matthew and
john the two cardinal themes appearing in christian antisemitismanti semitism collective
guilt for deicide matt 2725 and affiliation with evil forces john 844 compare
rev 29 39

15compare15compare 1 nephi 102 3 12 14 1514 19 20 226 11 12 2 nephi
613 14 91 2 53 1078107816107 881616 18 22 251125111717 18 291 661414 304 jacob 5 64
3 nephi 165 and ether 137 11

111yeye are a light unto this people who are a remnant of the house of
joseph ye are they of whom I1 said other sheep I1 have which are not of this
fold 3 ne 1512 21 compare dac 9817

171117 shall speak unto the jews and they shall write it and I1 shall also speak
unto the nephitesNephites and they shall write it 2 ne 2912 compare 2 ne 312 29

the jerusalem from whence lehi should come should be built up
again and become a holy city of the lord and that a new jerusalem should
be built up upon this land eth 133 6 compare 3 ne 2022 2123 and dacd&c
429 4566 842 12436

compare I11 nephi 1519201519 20 2 nephi 691169 11 2511 mosiah 1223 1530
3 nephi 1619 2046 2114211 4 9 mormon 514 and doctrine and covenants
7715 10962 64 see also jan shipps and john W welch eds the journals of
william E mcclellinmclellinMcLellin 18311831183618318366 provo utah BYU studies 1994 44 65 1106log06
108 121 133 135 159 184 grant underwood the millennarianMillennarian world of
early Monnonmonnonismmormonismism urbana university of illinois press 1993

compare the book of mormonscormonsMormons frontispiece 1 nephi 1012141012 14 1339
1514 1915 16 2211 12 2 nephi 613 14 92 23 24 107 2516 2612 302
7 3 nephi 105 1645164 5 11 12 mormon 321 ether 415 and doctrine and
covenants 209 3911 7715 909 107333510733 35 10967 1124 1338

the issue of timing is related to that of lineage for mormonscormons have inter-
preted luke 2124 to mean that whereas in biblical times the gospel was preached
first to the israelites and then to the gentiles in the latter days the order is
reversed so that when that day shall come shall a remnant be scattered among
all nations but they shall be gathered again but they shall remain until the times
of the gentiles be fulfilled dacd&c 4524 25 see lamar E gangarrandand the last shall
be first and the first shall be last in carlos E asay and others the old testa-
ment and the latter day saints salt lake city randallrandau book 1986 233 60

compare 2 nephi 308
13seesee michael A meyer response to modernity A history of the reform

movement in judaism new york oxford university press 1988 sefton D

temkin isaac meyer wise shaping americanjudaismamerican judaism new york oxford uni-
versity press 1992 mel scult millennial expectations and jewish liberties
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A study of the efforts to convert thethejewsjemsjews in britain up to the middle nineteenth
century leiden brill 1978 R H martin united conversionist activities
among the jews in great britain 1795 1815 pan evangelism and the london
society for promoting christianity among the jews church history 46 de-
cember 1977 437 52 encyclopedia judaica sv christian zionism robert
M healey the jew in seventeenth century protestant thought church his-
tory 46 march 1977 63 79 mayirmacir vretevret6aretevreta the restoration of the jews in eng-
lish protestant thought 1790 1840 middle east studies 8 january 1972
3503 50 george gordon noel byron hebrew melodies london john murray
1815 joseph arthur comte de gobineaurobineauGobineau essai sur iinegalitenn6galit6 des races
humaines paris didot 1853 moses hess rome andjerusalemand jerusalem A study in
jewish nationalism trans meyermeyerwaxmanwaxman new york bloch 1918 and jacob
barnai the7bejewsjemsjews in palestine in the eighteenth century trans naomi goldblum
tuscaloosa university of alabama press 1992

prayer of orson hyde on the mount of olives contained in a letter from
orson hyde to orson pratt dated alexandria egypt november 2 1841 repro-
duced in joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1908 4456 57

25wilford woodruff proclamation of the twelve apostles of the church
ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints to all the kings of the world to the presi-
dent of the united states ofofamericaamerica to the governors of the several states and
to the rulers and people cfallofallof allaliail nations liverpool npap 1845 and appended to
millennial star 6 1845 3

21parley21parley P pratt proclamation to the people of the coasts and islands of
the pacific ocean of every nation kindred and tongue millennial star 14

september 18 1852 468 orson pratt journal of discourses 26 vols liver-
pool F D richards 1855861855 86 7187 hereafter cited asjdasjasad

27 remarks27remarks december 23 1866jd1866 JD 11279 the principle of subordinat-
ing individuals spiritual opportunities to their lineal descent from remote ances-
tors under ancient judgment had earlier been applied to blacks seejdszejd 2179 91

7282 91 brigham young explained that jesus willwin not appear initially in
jerusalem at his second comingcorning but will appear first on the land where he
commenced his work in the beginning namely america when he eventually
appears in jerusalem the jews will see the wounds in his hands and then
they will acknowledge him but not till then JD 11279

on several occasions brigham young distinguished between the kingdom
of god by which he meant all the people on the earth during the millennium
and the church of jesus christ or zionjdzion JD 2316 17 11275 12274 the king-
dom of god will house every sort of sect and party and every individual fol-
lowing what he supposes to be the best in religion and in everything else similar
to what it is now JD 2316 including infidels and those who know nothing
of him from whom all good comes JD 12274 so long as they bow the knee
to god and jesus christ however reluctantly JD 2316172316 17 in that day all
except the sons of perdition will be gathered into kingdoms where there will be
a certain amount of peace and glory ydJD 12274 thus brigham young declared
that the presbyteriansPresbyterians the quakers and the jews would remain free to livefivehive under
the aegis of the kingdom of god to have their own kingdoms and to believe as
they wished not being obliged to belong to the church ofjesus christ of latter
day saints JD 11275 he did not mean however that they will be saints or
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enjoy celestial happiness and gloryjdglory JD 12274 in individual cases even one who
thought of himself as a jew did not have any of the blood of judah in his veins
if he had become a good latter day saint JD 11279

11jdJD 2200 4232 18199 200 18220 21
19letters19letters written during the journey by george A smith and his traveling

companions lorenzo snow eliza snow and paul A schettler were compiled
and published in george A smith and others correspondence of palestine
tourists salt lake city deseret news 1875

31 steven31steven W baldridge and marilyn rona grafting in the history of the
latter day saints in the holy land murray utah roylance 1980 1 4

31jonathan31jonathan frankel and steven zipperstein eds assimilation and com-
munity the jews in nineteenth century europe new york cambridge uni-
versity press 1992 naomi W cohen the jews in christian america the
pursuit of religious equality new york oxford university press 1992
richard griffiths the use of abuse the polemics of the dreyfusdreyfus affair and its
aftermath new york berg 1991199iggi1 wladimir kaplun kogan dieffidischendiejildischen wan
derbewegungen in der uestenneuestenne zeit bonn marcus and weber 1919 jack
wertheimer unwelcome strangers east european jews in imperial germany
new york oxford university press 1987 theodor herzl theybejewishjewish state 1istastI1stst

german edition 1896 london pordes 1972 israel cohen theodor herzlherz
founder of political zionism new york T yoseloff 1959 and S levenberg
the7bejewsjemsjewsfews and palestine A study in labour zionism westport hyperion 1976

millennial3millennial star 50 june 18 1888 385 92 and contributor 14 april
1893 29899298 99

33jJ M tanner the zionist movement improvement era 3 november
1899 1 8 jan M sjodahl the jew his past present and future improve-
ment era 7 march 1904 350 63 james E talmage the tragedy of israel
improvement era 21 november 1917 121512 15 james E talmage the last
dispensation juvenile instructor 53 february 1918 76 78 the fallfanfalifail of jeru-
salem improvement era 21 january 1918 259 61 jan M sjodahl concern-
ing palestine millennial star 80 march 7719181918 152 54 and gathering of the
jews millennial star 80 august 15 1918 52022520 22 james H anderson
jerusalem restored relief society magazine 5 august 1918 42526425 26 the

return of the jews relief society magazine 5 august 1918 46970469 70 and A

people of promise the jews relief society magazine 5 august 1918 471 74
31eE H lund the return of the jews improvement era 21 july 1918

774 and 21 august 1918 774 75 883
john31john nicholson gathering of the jews improvement era 5 june

1902 632 33 B H roberts conference reports april 1902 13 16 david 0
mckay conference reports october 1918 44 49

36ronald sanders the high walls offtof jerusalemofftrusalemrusalem A history of the balfourbarour
declaration and the birth of the british mandate for palestine new york
holt rinehart and winston 1983 gisela C lebzelter political antisemitismanti semitism
in england 191819391918 1939 london macmillan 1978 david A gerber ed anti-
semitism in american history urbana university of illinois press 1986 jerry 2
muller communism antisemitismanti semitism and the jews commentary 86 august
1988 28 39 daphne trevor under the white paper some aspects of british
administration in palestine from 1939 to 1947 jerusalem jerusalem press
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1948 reprint munich kraus 1980 hermann gramlgramigrandl antisemitism in the third
reich trans tim kirk oxford blackwellBlackweU 1992 martin gilbert the holocaust
new york holt rinehart and winston 1985 and robert jutte die emigration

der deutschsprdchigen wissenschaftWissenschaft des judentumsJudentums die austvanderungauswanderung
jildischerffidischerjildischer historikerhistoriker nach palistinapaldstina 1933 1945 stuttgart steiner 1991

37see joseph fielding smith doctrines 0off salvation 3 vols salt lake city
bookcraft 1956 347 48 compare joseph fielding smith the negro and the
priesthood improvement era 27 april 1924 56465564 65 where the constraint on
blacks is restated while cautioning against speculating about the reasons for it
at the popular level however expressions of judgment on lineage have sounded
more like racism pure and simple for example james H anderson gods
covenant race from patriarchal times to the present salt lake city deseret
news 1944 defined covenant race partly in terms of racial purity 919291 92
and earnest L whitehead the house of israel independence zions printing
1947 published robert E lees pedigree back to king david 575 77 and
albert W bell the mighty drama of israel and rhetheahejewthejewtewjewtem salt lake city stevens
and wallace 1949 asserted

the fact is circumcision does not even make a jew a jew there is
something in the blood circumcision is merely an index to their
faith in god the jews just cant get away from it like the posterity
of cain the black kinky hair the dark skin and the breath and other
marks count but the most common expression among us and
the most sacred withal is the blood of israel that seems to count
most 169

38seesee grants dedicatory prayers for the temples in hawaii improvement
era 23 february 1920 281 88 cardstonbardstonCardston alberta improvement era 26 octo-
ber 1923 1075 81 and mesa arizona liahona 25 november 1927 245 49
jan M sjodahl england and the jews improvement era 30 november 1926
21 23 and david 0 mckay conference reports april 1922 626962 69 compare
H C singer the jewish state in palestine improvement era 32 january
1929 2029202 9

39bB H roberts conference reports april 1927 34
40bB H roberts rasha the jew A message to all jews salt lake city

deseret news 1932
heberdheberjHeberJJ grant conference reports april 1921 124
john A widtsoeWidtsoe in a sunlit land the autobiography ofjohnof john A widt

soe salt lake city deseret news 1952 214 15 and john A widtsoeWidtsoe who are
the children of abraham in evidences and reconciliations salt lake city
bookcraft 1960 398 400

43melvinMelvimelvlnmeivinmelvinamelvinjnJJ ballard conference reports april 1938 424642 46 and charles A

callis conference reports october 1945 808380 83
44 see douglas F tobler the jews the mormonscormonsMormons and the holocaust

journal ofmormonof mormon history 18 spring 1992 59 92
howard4howardbhoward M sachar A history of israel 2 vols new york knopf 1976

1987 hugh higgins the cold war new york bamesbarnes and noble 1974 arthurjarthur J
klinghoffer israel and the soviet union alienation or reconciliation boul-
der westviewWestview press 1985 john rousmaniereRousmaniere A bridge to dialogue the story
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of jewishofjewish christian relations new york paulist press 1991199iggi1 and james B alienallenailen
and richard 0 cowan mormonism in the twentieth century 2dad ed provo
brigham young university press 1967

legrand richards israel do you know salt lake city deseret book
1954 according to rose marie reid at her suggestion richards changed the key
word in the title of his book from judah to israel

47ezra taft benson conference reports april 1950 75 richards israel
do you know 206 9 22933229 33 legrand richards the dawning of israels day
provo utah brigham young university extension publications 1955 lynn M

hilton the jews A promised people provo utah brigham young university
extension publications 1958 and arthur V watkins when applied christian-
ity comes to palestine instructor 94 november 1959 359 compare dale T
tingey recent jewish movements in israel in light of the teaching of the latter
day saint prophets masters thesis brigham young university 1955 levi
edgar young A sorrowing people improvement era 60 june 1957 409 10
daniel H ludlow israel prophecies being fulfilled devotional address brig-
ham young university august 8 1967 and daniel H ludlow prophecy and
modem israel devotional address brigham young university january 16
1968 see also michael T benson harry S truman as a modem cyrus BYU
studies 34 1994 6 27

41legrand41legrand richards A marvelous work and a wonder salt lake city
deseret sunday school union board 19511951

49hilton49hilton the jews 62 richards israel do you know 209 A missionary
lesson plan for jews was published for the los angeles mission by rose marie
reid suggested plan for teaching the gospel to the jewish people salt lake
city deseret news 1958 who also prepared a self published booklet entitled
dos and dontsbonts before teaching the jewish people 1957 other self

published plans were written about the same time by farrel miles and albert
ostraff los angeles bruce gibb ogden irving cohen new york and artel
ricks washington DC A committee of BYU religion professors daniel H lud-
low ellis T rasmussen eldin ricks and sydney B sperry completed another
lesson manual in 1960 see arnold H green A survey of latter day saint prose
latinglyting efforts to the jewish people masters thesis brigham young university
1967 arnold H green A survey of LDSIDSins proselyting efforts to the jewish peo-
ple BYU studies 8 summer 1968 427 43 and ezra taft benson A message
to judah from joseph ensign 6 december 1976 72 compare missionary dis-
cussionscussions for the jewish people ensign 9 april 1979 72 73 and howard H
barronbarren judah past and future LDSIDS teachings concerning gods covenant
people bountiful horizon 1979 also noteworthy are an eloquent honest con-
vert memoir by herbert rona peace to a jew new york npap 1952 and a
mormonmonnon boy converts and gets jewish girlgiri novel by gerald L lund one in thine
hand salt lake city deseret book 1982

bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt lake city bookcraft 1958
77 78 35960359 60 compare alvin R dyer the redemption of judah devotional
address brigham young university june 13 1967 rodney turner the quest
for a peculiar people ensign 2 may 1972 6 11 several other articles in this
holy land issue of the ensign especially those by W cleon skousen eldin
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ricks daniel H ludlow and william E berrett supported the idea of the state
of israel fulfilling scriptural prophecy

51wW cleon skousen fantastic victory israels rendezvous with destiny
salt lake city bookcraft 1967

james51james B mayfield whose victory dialogue 3 autumn 1968 135 37
53in addition to concern about christian accusations of deicide and associ-

ation with evil see note 14 above these included first objections to christian
portrayals of judaism as having completed its preparatory function and so being
at once superfluous and unable to provide salvation to its adherents and second
charges that christian missionary work targeting jews in effect constitutes spir-
itual holocaust

54eldin ricks zionism and the mormon church herzl yearbook 5

196514719631471963 147 74
55truman G madsen the mormon attitude toward zionism series of

lectures on zionism haifa university may 1981 compare truman G madsen
ed reflections on mormonism judaeojuddeojudano christian parallels provo utah
brigham young university religious studies center 1978108irsims

56armand L mauss mormon semitism and antisemitismanti semitism sociological
analysis 29 spring 1968 11

57spencerjSpencespencerarJ palmer mormonism a messageforallmessage torfor allaliail nations provo utah
brigham young university press 1965 3 14

58lamond tullis ed mormonism A faithforeaithfaithearth forrorrof all cultures provo brigham
young university press 1978 spencer J palmer the expanding church salt
lake city deseret book 1978 garth NnjonesbjonesNJjonesones expanding LDS church abroad
old realities compounded dialogue 13 spring 1980 8 22 candadaiCandadai
seshachariSeshachari revelation the cohesive element in international mormonism
dialogue 13 winter 1980 38 46 and lee copeland from calcutta to
kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville Is righteousness color coded dialogue 21 autumn 1988 899989 99

19 statement19statement of the first presidency february 15 1978 frontispiece in
palmer expanding church

howard W hunter allAHailali are alike unto god ensign 9 june 1979 72
spencer W kimball the uttermost parts of the earth ensign 9 july

1979 2 9 compare cadoscarloscarios E asay gods love for mankind in mormonscormons and
muslims ed spencer J palmer salt lake city publishers press 1983 205 15

rendell N mabey and gordon T allred brother to brother the story of the
latter day saint missionaries who took the gospel to black africa salt lake
city bookcraft 1984 alexander B morrison the dawning of a new day in
africa ensign 17 november 1987 25 26 and dallin H oaks getting to
know china devotional address brigham young university march 12 1991

marnon61marionmannon61marion G romney the restoration of israel to the lands of their inher-
itance ensign 11 may 1981 17

13bruce R mcconkie nethe millennial messiah salt lake city deseret
bookbook19821982

marion G romney the restoration of israel to the lands of their inher-
itance ensign 11 may 1981 17 mcconkie millennial messiah 228 3311 and
bruce R mcconkie A new witness for the articles of faith salt lake city
deseret book 1985 especially chsachs 526552 65 ppap 503 652 on the tenth article
of faith
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65seesee james B mayfield ishmael our brother ensign 9 june 1979
24 32 and bruce van orden the seed of abraham in the latter days in car-
los E asay and others the7 be old testament and the latter day saints salt lake
city randallRandaUrandaubookbook 1986 516751 67

in mormonism amessageforallmessage forrorrof allaliail nations provo utah brighamyoungBrighabnghambangham youngmYoung

university press 1965 12 16 palmer quoted matthew cowley and joseph field-
ing smith to the effect that the lord has scattered israel throughout the world
even to the farthest reaches of asia five years later he published did christ
visit japan BYU studies 10 winter 1970 13558135 58 yet the expanding church
in effect ignores the tribes of israel framework declaring that latteriatter day israel isis
not a community of blood it isis a community of faith 28 compare denny roy
spencer palmer A man of the world this people 7 may 1986 465346 53

17sterling17sterling M mcmurrin problems in universalizing mormonism sun-
stone 4 december 1979 9 17 and truman G madsen A response sunstone
4 december 1979 18 20

for example see daniel H ludlow of the house of israel ensign 21
january 1991 51 55

19Robertrobertl19robertL millet and joseph F mcconkie our destiny nethe call and elec-
tion of the house of israel salt lake city bookcraft 1993 reviewed by steven
epperson above

7ostevensteven epperson mormonscormons andrewsandjewsand tewsjewstems early mormon theologies of1sraelof israel
salt lake city signature books 1992 reviewed by grant underwood above
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